MONICA WOFFORD
CEO of Contagious Companies, Inc.
Monica Wofford has been a celebrated speaker and trainer since her first
keynote speech in 1989 to more than 8,600 fellow students. Since that time,
she’s been interviewed on CNN and FOX News, won numerous awards and
is a member of the Board of Directors of the National Speaker’s Association,
as well as a member of the Business Advisory Board for the #1 Rated Rollins
College Center for Leadership Development. Monica is the CEO of Contagious
Companies, Inc., an executive coach, and one of 275 women in the world
to hold the Certified Speaking Professional designation. In each area of
expertise, Monica is most well known for her ability to engage, inform, and
transform leaders, particularly if they have been promoted, but not prepared.

Young Professionals Education Session: TRANSITION FROM BUDDY TO BOSSTM
Saturday, March 2nd
1:00pm - 2:00pm
You used to be friends. Now you’re the one giving guidance and doling out consequences.
You got promoted, but you weren’t prepared for this. The transition in promotions isn’t
always easy, but Transition from Buddy to BossTM will skillfully equip you to bridge the gap
between the old role and new position. You may even keep some friends in the process!
Whether you’re newly promoted, about to be, or that long time manager still working out old
kinks on the team, this session will clear a path for you to be the leader you deserve to be
and they need. Transition from Buddy to BossTM shows you how to go from being a peer to
managing their peers and focuses on developing self-awareness, a unique leadership style,
and a plan.
Going beyond the mere basics of management, this session is designed for those managers
who may be experiencing favoritism, challenges in communication with those they now
lead, and confusion about how to coach, guide, develop and discipline the very employees
they use to hang out with and whine to about management. There is hope and this session
restores it! The transition can be much easier and this session shares the steps needed.

MAKING DIFFICULT PEOPLE DISAPPEARTM
Sunday, March 3rd
7:45am - 9:45am / 10:00am - 11:45am
Make Difficult People DisappearTM takes dealing with difficult people to a whole new level!
This course will teach employees and leaders how to reduce their own stress levels and
eliminate conflict with others in the workplace (and at home!). Based on the popular book
by Monica Wofford, CSP, Make Difficult People DisappearTM provides you with ten easily
applicable steps for seeing others as different instead of difficult. Once that happens,
greater acceptance, tolerance, productivity, and camaraderie will be the words used to
describe your employees and teams.
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JASON DORSEY
Author & foremost authority
on Millennials and Gen Z
Jason Dorsey is the #1 Gen Z,
Millennial, and generations speaker
and researcher. He has received more
than 1,000 standing ovations for his
acclaimed presentations. Adweek
calls him a research guru. He’s funny,
too.
Jason has appeared on over 200 TV
shows including 60 Minutes, 20/20,
The Today Show, and in a New York
Times cover story.
Jason is President of The Center for Generational Kinetics, which delivers research, speaking, and
consulting for more than 180 clients annually. Jason works closely with leaders around the world to
separate generational myth from truth.
He uses original, data-driven research to explain generational behaviors. He has led research on four
continents and keynoted events from India and Egypt to Chile, Finland and all 50 U.S. States.
Jason and his team at The Center have repositioned global brands to win each generation. They’ve advised
on multi-billion-dollar acquisitions and taken clients from last to first in both employee retention and
customer growth.
He’s also a Millennial, married to a Gen X’er, and they have a Gen Z daughter.

CROSSING THE GENERATIONAL DIVIDE AT WORK & IN SALES
Saturday, March 2nd
9:30am - 11:00am
We work in a time of unprecedented generational change and challenge. There are now five
generations in the workforce and marketplace. Making matters worse is the tremendous amount
of misinformation around generational differences.
What we know for a fact is that strategies that work for one generation can be a complete turnoff for others. This divide is a costly challenge—but it can be a breakthrough opportunity. It all
depends on how you and your leaders respond now.
In Crossing the Generational Divide, The Center’s generational experts will help you solve the
multi-generational workforce challenge. They will reveal new generational truths based on The
Center’s latest research that will directly drive faster gains.
The Center’s speakers will share surprising data, powerful front line stories, hidden trends, and
specific solutions that drive measurable results. Your participants will leave with new ways to
improve recruiting, retention, teamwork, innovation, and more.
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JOHN WHITE
CMO of AVB, Inc.
As Chief Marketing Officer of AVB BrandSource, John White
provides leadership and oversight to the independent retailer’s top
buying and marketing group. John began leading AVB as General
Manager of Appliances in 2004. He has been the Executive Vice
President since 2010, leading AVB BrandSource in the industry’s
biggest consolidation point for appliance and electronics goods.
Prior to working for independent retailers, John enjoyed a
successful 12-year career with the Maytag Corporation, where
he held key roles in management, sales and marketing. In total,
John White brings to the industry 20 years of experience with
major appliance brands such as Whirlpool, GE, Electrolux, LG and
Samsung.

MERCHANDISING IN THE DIGITAL AGE
Saturday, March 2nd
1:00pm - 1:45pm
Learn how to redefine your retail business in the digital age.
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LARRY MERSEREAU
Business Growth Author
A professional speaker since 1993, Larry has addressed over
1,000 audiences throughout the western hemisphere, both in
keynote/general session settings and in breakout, workshop
and training program situations. From corporate meeting
audiences to association conventions, he has worked with
audiences in a broad range of industries, always with the same
mission: to get business growing. And the mission has never
been more important than it is right now.

STAND OUT! DIFFERENTIATE OR DISAPPEAR
Saturday, March 2nd
1:00pm - 1:45pm / 2:00pm - 2:45pm
STAND OUT! Differentiate or Disappear is Larry’s most popular program based on his
book [by the same title]. Why should I buy from you? With so many options, local and
online... some offering a lower price... you have to stand out from the crowd. Brand
differentiation is key to business success in a crowded market, so you’ll learn specifics
you can apply to their own unique situation to stand out. You’ll learn about positioning
- how to set yourselves apart from the many competing options, both local and online.
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MIKE PETERSON
President- Future Training Co.
As co-founder and President of The Furniture Training Company, Mike has
been involved in the design and development of award winning training
for clients including Lane, Klaussner, Broyhill, Guardsman, O.W Lee, Cozzia,
Ernst & Young, 4-H, US Air Force, and many more. He studied Instructional
Design and Learning Science at Utah State University and was awarded
a PhD. Mike is an avid sailor, mountain biker, and snow skier who loves
spending time with his wife, 4 children and 6 grandchildren.

STOP WASTING "I’M JUST LOOKING" CUSTOMERS
Saturday, March 2nd
1:00pm - 1:45pm / 2:00pm - 2:45pm
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BRIAN WATTIER
GM of AVB Marketing
Brian’s in-depth knowledge and skill set has been honed while working in
the strategic, technical and creative aspects of website development &
digital marketing. With his vast amount of experience working with major
manufactures and independent businesses he has obtained the knowledge to
optimize brand recognition at the local and national level. Through strategic
marketing analysis Brian develops digital marketing solutions for businesses
using a combination of websites, display and search advertising, mobile
marketing, email marketing, SEO, blogs, and social media.

MARKETING BUDGET STRATEGY
Saturday, March 2nd
2:00pm - 2:45pm
How do you create a marketing budget? What channels of marketing should you be
investing in? How do we know what channels are working? Learn all this and more during
this session!
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JOHN EGGER
CEO of Profitability Consulting
John Egger owned and operated his own furniture store for twenty-two years
before selling out to his accountant.
As a furniture store analyst and consultant, John has worked with more than
600 furniture store owners, helping them make dramatic improvements to
their operations and profitability.
A graduate of Gonzaga University, Spokane, Wash., John served on the Alumni
Board of Directors for ten years. He is a past Senior Vice President of Ducks
Unlimited and was a member of the Board of Directors. John is from the state of
Washington where he was an economic adviser to two governors.

JOHN MCCLOSKEY
President of Profitability Consulting
John McCloskey, President for Profitability Consulting Group, offers clients a
wide range of operational expertise developed as an operations manager for
innovative firms like Mayfair Furniture, Boyle’s Furniture, and prior to joining
PCG as the Executive Director of Operations for Furnitureland South.
With expertise in warehouse operations, management information systems,
and inventory control processes, McCloskey is ready to help store owners make
dramatic improvements in profitability by streamlining and improving the
back end processes.

FURNITURE TOWN HALL - MODERATED DISCUSSION ON OVERALL OPERATIONS OF A
FURNITURE RETAIL BUSINESS
Sunday, March 3nd
7:45am - 8:45am
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BRUCE WILKINSON
Leadership/Communication/Culture Implementation Expert
Bruce S. Wilkinson, CSP is a leadership/communication/culture
implementation expert, professional motivational keynote speaker, trainer
and consultant, who reinforces personalized messages with humor, passion,
enthusiasm and authenticity. His mission is to help organizations translate
their leadership culture into a workplace climate that inspires excellence,
service and personal accountability. He has degrees in both Safety Engineering
and Occupational Safety and Health and is one of fewer than 800 people
worldwide to earn the prestigious Certified Speaking Professional (CSP)
designation.

BALANCING LIFE, WORK, FAMILY AND FRIENDS –
YOU’VE GOT TO HAVE A SENSE OF HUMOR.
Sunday, March 3nd
7:45am - 8:45am
Finding balance in 21st Century life can be pretty challenging when you are trying
to make ends meet. Long hours, customer/client expectations, economic issues,
increased competition, tighter budgets and family concerns can take their toll on
today’s working professionals. This will be a fun, enthusiastic and content-filled
presentation for busy people who want to laugh, reduce stress, reconsider family
dynamics, improve their attitude, workplace survival skills and bring balance and
enjoyment back into their life, family and work.
IMPLEMENTING A CULTURE OF SUPERIOR, WORLD CLASS CUSTOMER SERVICE.
Sunday, March 3nd
9:00am - 9:45am
Why are some businesses, organizations and associations more successful than their
competitors? For the most part, it’s world class, superior customer service, delivered
by trained team members’ who feel engaged and valued themselves. You see, most
satisfied customers will stay with you, but a valued customer or client will stay with
you, brag about your products and services, and persuade others to join them as well.
That’s the result of superior service, delivered by valued team.
This will be a motivational, humorous and content filled presentation that will
demonstrate some unique ways to create a customized, superior customer service
culture that creates successful outcomes in challenging and competitive
economic times.
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DALE HENRY
Author & Consultant
Dr. Dale Henry grew up in the foothills of the Smoky Mountains, an area that
is bountiful in two things—hospitality and story-telling. Dr. Dale has been a
teacher, principal, Dean of the oldest college in Tennessee, a businessman,
author, and a speaker and trainer. Dale has been in customer service over half
his life. His story-telling ability propelled him as a teacher. This, combined with
his customer service and unique ability to captivate audiences, has
sky-rocketed Dale in his speaking career.
Since he began speaking just a few short years ago, corporate, government, and educational agencies
call on Dr. Henry regularly to have him train their professionals. His client list is a virtual who’s who of the
top business and agencies in the nation. Dr. Henry is a master teacher in every aspect of the term, and he
is what motivational speakers aspire to become.
In keeping with Dr. Dale Henry’s book title, The Proverbial Cracker Jack: How to Get Out of The Box And
Become The Prize, Dale is definitely the prize!

THE PROVERBIAL CRACKER JACK: HOW TO GET OUT OF THE BOX &
BECOME THE PRIZE!
Sunday, March 3nd
7:45am -8:45am / 9:00am - 9:45am
Networking, Processing, Matrixing, Communicating, and Teaming your way through
excellence in Customer Service
How do we become better team members? How do we become more valuable to our
organization? How do we remove ourselves from the box? How do we build high
esteem? During this program, Dr. Dale Henry will lead you through the maze of
obstacles that constantly slow our journey to becoming the best that we can be. It all
depends upon attitude. It’s the single most driving force in the universe for getting
where we want to go. Everyone wants to be a valuable commodity and the
"Hootie-Hoo" Attitude will supply you with the necessary tools to break down our own
self-imposed obstacles revealing the value within us all. This course is designed to
help the participant to more effectively team, communicate, counsel, and serve the
customer’s needs in times of limited resources.
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PAMELA JETT
Innovative Communication Leader
As an internationally recognized communication skills expert, professional
speaker and author, Pamela Jett works with professionals to teach them
to better understand that "Words Matter" when we are looking to achieve
results, make an impact and improve effectiveness. In 2007 Pamela Jett
became one of fewer than 200 women to hold the honor of being designated
a Certified Speaking Professional by the National Speakers Association. With
a wide-ranging clientele that includes the high-tech sector, manufacturing,
women’s groups, government agencies, and finance and banking, Pamela
Jett is a communication expert who has given well over 800 presentations
to more than 135,000 people in seven countries. After graduating from San Diego State University with
a degree in Speech Communication and receiving recognition as one of the top 20 speech and debate
competitors in the country, Pamela went on to earn her master’s degree in Communication. It was
while pursuing her Ph.D. at the University of Utah that her love of teaching adults powerful success
skills was kindled.

"SAY IT WITH BACKBONE... NOT BITE: ASSERTIVE COMMUNICATION SKILLS"
Sunday, March 3nd
9:00am - 9:45am / 10:00am - 10:45am / 11:00am - 11:45am
An assertive communication program (popular concurrent.) Focusing on what
assertiveness is (and what it is not) and how to use assertiveness to communicate
more clearly and get more of what you want and need.
"THE RELENTLESSLY POSITIVE COMMUNICATOR: POWERFUL COMMUNICATION
SKILLS FOR WOMEN"
Sunday, March 3nd
12:30pm - 1:30pm
Cutting-edge research reveals Relentlessly Positive Communication is the key to
building and projecting confidence. And, confidence is a critical success factor,
especially for women. In this inspirational keynote presentation, Pamela will share
evidence-based tools that enable women to:

. Stop the self-sabotage and other sneaky credibility and confidence killers.
. Become more strategic, influential, and consciously competent.
. Know the words to choose and the words to lose for maximum impact.
. Stay relentlessly positive and productive even in relentlessly negative environments.
. Become more powerful leaders, role models, and influencers.
Delivered with humor, a dash of neuroscience, and plenty of inspirational stories.
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JEFF KORHAN
Digital Marketing and Social Selling Expert
Jeff Korhan is the host of two podcast shows, the bestselling author
of Built-In Social, and the founder of Landscape Digital Institute.
Jeff was a Fortune 50 Sales and Marketing Executive for the
first decade of his career. Then he founded a landscape services
company that was twice named Business of the Year during his two
decades of ownership.
As as a keynote speaker and consultant, Jeff helps owners,
marketers and sales teams use social selling, content marketing,
and brand story to craft and communicate branded customer
experiences that sell.
Korhan is a former social media columnist for Speaker Magazine and a regular content contributor to
dozens of leading business publications, with his site ranked among the Top 100 Business blogs in
the world.
In addition to his authentic and inspirational style, Jeff’s audiences especially value his special skill
for simplifying technology and emerging business trends to make them practical and useful.

GETTING TO THE HEART OF CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIPS
Sunday, March 3nd
10:00am - 10:45am
HOW TO DISCOVER AND PERFECT YOUR BRAND STORY
Sunday, March 3nd
11:00am - 11:45am
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PHIL BARBERA
Sr Commercial Credit Analyst
Phil Barbera earned his MBA from Concordia University Chicago. He works
as a Financial Analyst building complex financial/deal models as well as
analyzing and manipulating data to reveal economic trends, operating
forecasts and working capital requirements. He has underwritten a vast
amount of acquisition deals and trained customers on cash flow and
succession planning.

SLEEP BETTER AT NIGHT: HOW TO MEASURE & OPTIMIZE YOUR BUSINESS’
FINANCIAL HEALTH
Sunday, March 3nd
10:00am - 10:45am
Ever lose sleep worrying if your business is on the right track? Join us for this hands
on working session where you’ll learn the key performance metrics to optimize your
business’ financial and operational performance. You can rest easy when you have
the tools and expertise to understand how to value and manage your business for
long-term success. Covering helpful but simple tools and techniques to manage
business performance.
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KIM FIRESTONE
SquareTrade, Director of Supply Chain
Kim Firestone runs SquareTrade’s on-site repair.

CHRIS TREWIN
SquareTrade, Director of Partnerships
Chris Trewin manages partner relationships with
Brandsource members.

SQUARETRADE/ALLSTATE – REVOLUTIONIZING EXTENDED WARRANTIES AND THE
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
Sunday, March 3rd
11:00am - 11:45am
SquareTrade are the largest provider of in-home repair in North America. In this session
they will take dealers through their service capabilities, their philosophy and how
they’re able to manage in-home repair to 3 days vs. 15+ days in the rest of the industry.
They’ll also cover how self-servicing dealers can adopt these practices and work with
SquareTrade to deliver the best service available in the industry.
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